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The morphology of a river reach is the result of many processes involving the motion of sediment (erosion,
transport and deposition), the hydrological regime and the development and growth of vegetation.
River evolution in the presence of vegetation depends on establishment of pioneer woody riparian seedlings on
bars, and consequently on either their survival or death. Flooding events can cause young vegetation mortality by
uprooting (Corenblit et al., 2007). These processes, despite their important implications on river morphodynamics,
have been poorly investigated in the past. Most of previous research focused on the mechanism of root breakage
and on measuring the vegetation resistance to uprooting in the vertical direction, while few works considered the
effect of flow direction on the uprooting process (Bywater-Reyes et al., 2015).
In this work, we focused on vegetation uprooting due to flow and to bed erosion. We considered two different types
of vegetation: Avena Sativa, grown from seeds in external boxes, was used to investigate instantaneous uprooting,
and Salix Purpurea, collected in the field, for delayed uprooting (namely type I and type II mechanisms, according
to Edmaier et al., 2011). The experiments were carried out in a 5 m long flume in the Hydraulic Laboratory in
Florence. A 2 m long mobile bed was build inside the flume, and vegetation was arranged according to several
configurations on it. Both types of vegetation were subject to constant discharges to investigate the effects of a
general bed degradation in modifying the occurrence of uprooting. We also performed some experiments with
Avena Sativa located in a fixed bed and subjected to an increasing flow discharge in order to simulate instantaneous
uprooting due to the action of hydrodynamic forces.
We measured flow velocity, flow discharge and water depth and characterized vegetation by stem and root
diameter, height and root length. The experimental results have been interpreted in terms of a balance between
drag and resisting forces acting on the single plant.
In order to compare experimental results with real river conditions, we also performed field measurements of Salix
Purpurea resistance to uprooting on a lateral bar in the Ombrone Pistoiese river.
Ongoing research is focused on i) the definition of threshold criteria for the prediction of vegetation uprooting, ii)
interpretation, by means of numerical modelling, of vegetation removal on a lateral bar in the Ombrone Pistoiese
river during a flood that occurred on 19th November 2016.
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